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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company must set up replenishment of inventory using
vendor-owned consignment inventory.
You need to create the replenishment order.
How should you complete the replenishment order? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations
/supply-chain/inventory/tasks/create-consignment-replenishmentorder

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is a part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario
is repeated in each question. Each question presents a
different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario
is exactly the same in each question in this series.
Start of repeated scenario
You have a Microsoft SQL Server database that contains the
following tables.
The following columns contain data information:
* Date[Month] in the mmyyyy format
* Date[Date_ID] in the ddmmyyyy format
* Date[Date_name] in the mm/dd/yyyy format
* Monthly_returns[Month_ID] in the mmyyyy format
The Order table contains more than one million rows.
The Store table has relationship to the Monthly_returns table
on the Store_ID column. This is the only relationship between
the tables.
You plan to use Power BI desktop to create an analytics
solution for the data.
End of repeated scenario.
You need to display the month as a three-letter abbreviation,
followed by the year, such as jan2017.
You add a calculated column in Power BI.
Which DAX formula should you use for the calculated column? To
answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets.
Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bat between panes or scroll to view
continent.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
CONCATENATE
MMM
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee634811.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
An animation in your book page does not start in the preview.
What are some possible reasons? Note:
There are 2 correct Answer to this question.
A. In the parameter section of the animation object, the target
object is not set.
B. The animation duration is set to a value lower than 1.
C. In the object list, the animation object is placed behind
the animated object.
D. The animation is triggered by a Time Control, but the Time
Control is not started.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to design the system that alerts project managers to
data changes in the contractor information app.
Which service should you use?
A. Azure Queue Messaging
B. Azure Mobile Service
C. Azure Notification Hub
D. Azure Service Bus Message Queueing
Answer: A
Explanation:
* Scenario:
/ Mobile Apps: Event-triggered alerts must be pushed to mobile
apps by using a custom
Node.js script.
/ The service level agreement (SLA) for the solution requires
an uptime of 99.9%
* If you are already using Azure Storage Blobs or Tables and
you start using queues, you are guaranteed 99.9% availability.
If you use Blobs or Tables with Service Bus queues, you will
have lower availability.
Note: Microsoft Azure supports two types of queue mechanisms:
Azure Queues and
Service Bus Queues.
/ Azure Queues, which are part of the Azure storage
infrastructure, feature a simple REST- based Get/Put/Peek
interface, providing reliable, persistent messaging within and
between services.
/ Service Bus queues are part of a broader Azure messaging
infrastructure that supports queuing as well as
publish/subscribe, Web service remoting, and integration
patterns.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/hh767287.aspx
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